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Abstract: This study identifies key requirements for NRENs towards future network architectures that become apparent as users become more mobile and have increased expectations in terms of availability of data. In addition, cost saving requirements call for federated use of, in particular, the optical spectral resources. In this work, the key findings from related projects are integrated to provide the building blocks for efficient use and sharing of spectrum. A new network architecture is derived to support exactly the service orchestration and the federated use of resources. It comprises four layers from the heterogeneous multi-technology physical layer up to the service provisioning and orchestration.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the future, the NRENs face a number of requirements from user, technology and cost perspectives. The work in GN3plus JRA1 Task 1 has focused on these requirements and has focused on integrating the key findings from all other tasks including Open Calls in JRA1 in the quest for a viable solution. The users today are everywhere and they expect 24/7 access to their data with an acceptable quality. This boosts the demands for fixed and mobile cloud services, which again places severe requirements on the way the future network is equipped and managed. In addition, the NRENs typically face a demand for significantly more bits/s at lowest possible latencies for the same or even less costs. Such different requirements call for a new network architecture which in particular takes federated use of resources into consideration.

II. REQUIREMENTS TOWARDS FUTURE NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
The collection of requirements towards future architectures is based on literature, work in related GN3plus JRA1 tasks associated with Mobile Aggregation [GN3p-JRA1-T3] and Open Cloud Exchange [GN3p-JRA1-T2]. In addition, key findings from the European projects CONTENT [CONTENT], BonFire [BONFIRE], and GEYSERS [TZA-2014] are included. The requirement analysis reveals that the current network technologies and architecture cannot offer the fully dynamic and flexible transport services needed for the future service orchestration; a service orchestration which should include both IT and network infrastructure resources. Also, from the cloud perspective, it is needed to provide the infrastructure to support GEANT Open Cloud Exchanges (gOCX) and further for cost reduction purposes implement Open Lightpath Exchanges (OLX).

III. TECHNOLOGIES TOWARDS FEDERATED USE
Cost reduction through optimised and federated use of fibres and spectrum requires several technologies and tools in different layers. The GN3plus JRA1 Task has collaborated closely with the two Open Call projects REACTION [REACTION] and MOMoT [MOMOT] which deal with the optical spectrum from bandwidth improvement and alien wave aspects, respectively. The role of AWs or maybe better alien bandwidth in flexible networks is very important. The cost of photonic transmission is a significant expenditure for each NREN, but once photonic layers support Alien transmissions, many cost-effective third party networking solutions may be implemented into existing transmission systems. Moreover the AW concept allows sharing of unused capacity with interested parties that may significantly reduce overall network cost. As example a common present 100G transmission system can deliver 4.4 Tbps capacity and there still remains half of spectrum available for sharing [VOJ-2014].

IV. SUGGESTED ARCHITECTURE
Based on what has been previously outlined, a layered architecture with the aim to support QoS-guaranteed, seamless and coordinated cloud and mobile cloud services across heterogeneous domains addressing the needs of the NRENs is proposed. Physical Infrastructure Layer: To support the required services the physical infrastructure interconnects end users with computational resources hosted by geographically distributed data centres through a heterogeneous network comprising optical and wireless network domains.
Physical Infrastructure Management: The infrastructure management layer is responsible for providing management of physical resources and enabling capabilities such as sharing resources.

Control Layer: The converged virtual infrastructures delivered through the infrastructure management layer described in the previous section can be jointly operated through a unified control layer based on e.g. the Software Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm.

Service Orchestration: The service orchestration layer is in charge of composing and delivering cloud services to the end-users.

V. CONCLUSION

The mobility of NREN users and the requirement to always access data in the cloud identified new requirements towards network infrastructures. This work has addressed these new challenges by investigating the requirements to come up with guidelines for the NRENs for their future network architectures. The technology enablers for realising this, e.g., bringing the networks beyond 100G have been addressed, and a new modular network architecture has been derived.
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